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We consider a semilinear integrodifferential system in non-normal form. Such
a system is a generalization of the one that arises in the phase-ﬁeld theory with
memory. We prove an abstract existence and uniqueness theorem and a continuous
dependence result for the direct problem. Reformulating the direct problem in a
suitable way we prove that the identiﬁcation problem admits a unique solution.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Several authors have considered phase-ﬁeld models, with both ﬁxed and
free boundary; among them we mention [3–9]. Recently, in the papers
[1, 2, 14], phase-ﬁeld models with memory have been considered. In such
models the thermal memory of the material is taken into account by a con-
volution kernel which is assumed to be a known function depending on
time as well as on the spatial variables. In the literature we can ﬁnd impor-
tant results for global solutions and for weak solutions in the framework
of the Hilbert spaces for the direct problem; but the problem of determin-
ing also the memory kernel has not been considered yet. In this paper we
study both the direct and the inverse problem, in which we determine also
the convolution kernel assuming additional information on the tempera-
ture. Our approach is different from that in [1, 2, 11]; in fact, we use ana-
lytic semigroup theory and we set our results in Ho¨lder continuous function
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spaces. The phase-ﬁeld problems that motivate the present paper have been
derived in [1, 2, 11] and we refer the reader to them for more details. The
standard phase-ﬁeld model with memory consists of two integrodifferen-
tial equations governing the dynamics of the solid–liquid phase transitions,
represented by the temperature and the phase-ﬁeld, that may stand for the
local proportion of one of the two phases in a three-dimensional body .
The equations are
Dtut x + vt x = h0x	ut x +
∫ t
0
ht − s	us xds + f t x
t x ∈ 0 T  × (1.1)
Dtvt x = h1x	vt x − v3t x + vt x + ut x
t x ∈ 0 T  × (1.2)
where u and v represent the temperature and the phase, respectively. We
associate to system (1.1)–(1.2) the natural initial–boundary conditions
u0 x = u0x v0 x = v0x x ∈  (1.3)
h0xDνut x + h ∗Dνut x = 0
Dνvt x = 0 t x ∈ 0 T  × ∂ (1.4)
where u0 v0 h0 h1   → R and f  0 T  ×  → R are known functions
with h0 > 0 h1 > 0. We denote by Dν the outward unit normal vector to
∂. The function h  0 T  → R is given in the case of the direct problem,
but it will be unknown in the identiﬁcation problem. In this case we will
determine the convolution kernel h (which we assume depends on time,
only) as well as u and v. To this end we need additional conditions, on the
temperature u represented by∫

φxut xdx = bt ∀t ∈ 0 T  (1.5)
where φ  → R and b  0 T  → R are given functions depending on the
additional information on the temperature.
Keeping in mind the above model, we construct a more general theory
containing problem (1.1)–(1.5) as a particular case. More precisely, ifA and
B are strongly elliptic linear differential operators, we consider a semilinear
integrodifferential system in non-normal form of type
α11Dtut x + α12Dtvt x = Axut x +
∫ t
0
ht − sAxus xds
+ f ut x vt x + f1t x
t x ∈ 0 T  × (1.6)
α21Dtut x + α22Dtvt x = Bxvt x + gut x vt x + g1t x
t x ∈ 0 T  × (1.7)
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with the related initial–boundary conditions (1.3)–(1.4) and with the addi-
tional functional on  given by (1.5). We assume that the coefﬁcients
αi j i j = 1 2, are constants and the matrix M = αi ji j=1 2 is
assumed to be non-singular. Denoting by aij the coefﬁcients of the inverse
matrix M−1 = ai ji j=1 2, we require that a11 > 0 and a22 > 0, so we can
rewrite the system (1.1)–(1.2) in normal form,
Dtutx=a11Axutx+a12Bxvtx
+a11
∫ t
0
ht−sAxusxds
+Futxvtx+F1tx tx∈0T × (1.8)
Dtvtx=a22Bxvtx+a21Axutx
+a21
∫ t
0
ht−sAxusxds (1.9)
+Gutxvtx+G1tx tx∈0T ×
where we have set, for every t x ∈ 0 T  ×
Futxvtx =a11f utxvtx+a12gutxvtx (1.10)
F1tx =a11f1tx+a12g1tx (1.11)
Gutxvtx =a21f utxvtx+a22gutxvtx (1.12)
G1tx =a21f1tx+a22g1tx (1.13)
We prefer to write Fut x vt x + F1t x instead of F˜t x ut x
vt x to formulate easily the application to phase–ﬁeld model; analogous
consideration has been done for the functions G and G1.
Working in the framework of Ho¨lder spaces, we apply analytic semi-
group theory, so that we reformulate problem (1.8), (1.9), and (1.3)–(1.5),
in a more general framework, relating it to a Banach space X. So we con-
sider three functions u  0 T  → X v  0 T  → X, and h  0 T  → R
satisfying the system
u′t = a11Aut + a12Bvt + a11
∫ t
0
ht − sAusds
+Fut vt + F1t t ∈ 0 T  (1.14)
v′t = a22Bvt + a21Aut + a21
∫ t
0
ht − sAusds
+Gut vt +G1t t ∈ 0 T  (1.15)
u0 = u0 v0 = v0 (1.16)
ut = bt t ∈ 0 T  (1.17)
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where A  DA ⊂ X → X and B  DB ⊂ X → X are two linear closed
operators and  is a given bounded functional on X. Assume that FG 
X ×X → X are known nonlinear operators, u0 v0 belong to X, and b 
0 T  → R, F1G1  0 T  → X are given functions. We have also set
Futvt =a11f utvt+a12gutvt t∈0T  (1.18)
F1t =a11f1t+a12g1t t∈0T  (1.19)
Gutvt =a21f utvt+a22gutvt t∈0T  (1.20)
G1t =a21f1t+a22g1t t∈0T  (1.21)
where the known functions FG, satisfy suitable regularity conditions to be
speciﬁed in Section 2. In the sequel we will study the following problems:
the direct abstract problem (DAP): given h ∈ Cβ0 T R determine
two functions u  0 T  → X v  0 T  → X satisfying Eqs. 114–116;
the inverse abstract problem (IAP): determine three functions u 
0 T  → X, v  0 T  → X, h  0 T  → R satisfying Eqs. 114–117.
We conclude this section with some remarks.
Remark 11 We recall that the memory kernel h in (1.1) has been intro-
duced by modifying Fourier’s law of heat conduction. More precisely, if we
denote by J the density of heat ﬂow per unit area and per unit time and by
u the temperature, Fourier’s law asserts that J is proportional to the gra-
dient of u. If we want to take memory effects into account, by the support
of experiments, we ﬁnd out that the law has to be modiﬁed as
Jt x = −D1∇ut x −D2
∫ t
0
ht − s x∇us xds (1.22)
where D1 and D2 are strictly positive constants, depending on the material.
In case there is no thermal memory we set h = 0 so that (1.22) becomes the
usual Fourier’s law. It is important to point out that the memory kernel h
is not directly measurable. To determine h it is necessary to have additional
information on the temperature by using devices whose mathematical mod-
els are represented by integrals of type (1.5). The known function φ takes
into account the type of device used. The function bt in (1.5) indicates
what the device measures.
Remark 12 In (1.1) we have assumed that the function h depends on
time only, i.e., we suppose that the dependence on the spatial variables can
be neglected. Identifying a kernel that depends on t, as well as on x, is a
quite difﬁcult problem. In the linear case the identiﬁcation problem related
to the heat equation with memory has been solved in [11–13].
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Remark 13 The most important and new result of this paper is the
proof of the existence and uniqueness of a solution of the inverse prob-
lem (IAP). To prove this result it is necessary to reformulate the direct
problem (DAP) as a couple of Volterra nonlinear integral equations of the
second kind. Then we have to study the map h→ u v, implicitly deﬁned
by (1.14)–(1.15), giving suitable estimates of continuous dependence. The
direct problem, suitably reformulated, and the continuous dependence
result are of crucial importance to study the IAP. Combining the results
related to the DAP and the continuous dependence result, by a ﬁxed point
argument we solve the IAP. We point out that if we need to solve the direct
problem only, we do not necessary have to reformulate the direct problem
in the way has been done in Section 3. Such a formulation is indispensable
to solve the inverse problem (IAP).
Remark 14 This paper generalizes the theory developed in [10], in
which we give existence and uniqueness results for a semilinear integrod-
ifferential inverse problem and we apply the theory developed to a com-
bustion model. In fact this model is contained in (1.8)–(1.9). To obtain the
system of combustion we set a12 = 0 in (1.8) and a21 = a21 = 0 in (1.9). The
fact that, in the phase ﬁeld model, those terms are not zero introduces some
difﬁculties. For example, consider (1.8): since A and B are elliptic differen-
tial operators of the same order we easily note the the evolution equation
written as Dtut x = a11Axut x + Pt x ut x ht, with obvious
meaning of the symbols, has a perturbation term Pt x ut x ht of the
same order inﬁnitesimal generator Ax. This introduces some difﬁculties
in ﬁnding the correct formulation of the direct and the inverse problem.
The equivalence formulation for both (DAP) and (IAP) in Section 3 takes
into account all the difﬁculties and leads to an equivalent problem suitable
for application of ﬁxed point arguments.
Remark 15 As pointed out by one of the anonymous referees it is
very interesting also to study an additional difﬁculty introduced by a small
parameter appearing in Eqs. (1.1)–(1.2) and representing the physical thick-
ness; see the papers [5–7] for more details. This can be the object of a new
paper because several problems arise, since, for instance replacing in (1.1)
operator h0	 by εh0	 and taking the limit ε → 0 we pass from a strongly
elliptic operator that is the inﬁnitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup
to a “degenerate” elliptic operator. Things are much more delicate in this
case when we formulate the equivalent problem in Section 3. The prob-
lem of passing to the limit is nontrivial and needs to be investigated with
particular care. Moreover, the lemmas in Section 4 must be revisited.
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2. NOTATION, ASSUMPTIONS, AND MAIN RESULTS
In this section we deﬁne the function spaces in which we formulate
our results, we recall some properties of the analytic semigroups, we write
explicitly the regularity assumptions on the nonlinear functions F F1GG1,
and ﬁnally we state the main results.
Let X be a Banach space with norm  ·  and let T > 0. We denote
by C0 T X the usual space of continuous functions with values in X
equipped with the sup–norm. For β ∈ 0 1 we deﬁne
Cβ0 T X= u ∈ C0 T X  uβTX
= sup
0≤s<t≤T
t − s−βut − us <∞ (2.1)
and we endow it with the norm
uβTX = u0 TX + uβTX (2.2)
where u0 TX = uC0T X.
We now recall some results from analytic semigroup theory. Let A 
A ⊂ X → X be a linear closed operator, possibly with A = X,
satisfying the following assumptions:
(H1) there exists θ ∈ π/2 π such that any λ ∈ C\0 with argλ ≤ θ
and λ = 0 belongs to the resolvent set of A;
(H2) there exists M > 0 such that λλI − A−1X ≤ M for any
λ ∈ C\0 with argλ ≤ θ.
For any pair of Banach spaces X1 and X2, X1X2 denotes the space of
all bounded linear operators from X1 to X2 equipped with the sup–norm.
When X1 = X2 = X, we set X = XX.
According to assumptions (H1), (H2), it is possible to deﬁne the semi-
group etAt≥0 of bounded linear operators in X so that t → etA is
an analytic function from 0∞ to X (for more details see [16–18]).
Moreover, there exist positive constants Mk > 0, k ∈ N0 such that
tkAketAX ≤Mk t > 0 (2.3)
Let us now endow A with the graph–norm and deﬁne the family of
interpolation spaces Aβp (for β ∈ 0 1 p ∈ 1+∞), between
A and X by the following equations according to whether p ∈ 1+∞
or p = +∞:
Aβp =
{
x ∈ X  xAβp
=
( ∫ +∞
0
t1−βp−1AetAxp dt
)1/p
<∞
}
(2.4)
xAβ∞ = sup
t>0
t1−βAetAx (2.5)
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Moreover, we set
A1+ βp = x ∈ A  Ax ∈ Aβp (2.6)
The An+βp for n ∈ N0 turn out to be Banach spaces when equipped
with the norms
xAn+βp =
n∑
j=0
Ajx + AnxAβp (2.7)
For the sake of simplicity we deﬁne, related to F and G, the following four
nonlinear operators N˜j ∈ CX ×XX j = 2 3 4 5 by
N˜2u v = DuFu v N˜3u v = DvFu v (2.8)
N˜4u v = DuGu v N˜5u v = DvGu v (2.9)
We assume that FG  X ×X → X are a pair of nonlinear operators with
the following properties:
(H3) FG ∈ C2X ×XX;
(H4) DuFDuG ∈ CA × BADvFDvG ∈ C ×
A ×BB.
Of course, N˜2 N˜4 ∈ CA × BA, N˜3 N˜5 ∈ CA ×
BB and further, we assume that
(H5) F and G, along with their derivatives up to the second order, are
bounded and Lipschitz continuous functions on each closed ball in X ×X.
More exactly, there exists a function
ψ  R+ × R+ → R+
which is continuous and non–decreasing in each of its arguments, such that
j = 2 3 4 5
N˜ju vX ≤ ψu v (2.10)
DuN˜ju vX + DvN˜ju vX ≤ ψu v (2.11)
N˜ju2 v2 − N˜ju1 v1X ≤ ψ
(
2∑
1=1
u1
2∑
1=1
v1
)
×u2 − u1 + v2 − v1 (2.12)
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DuN˜ju2 v2 −DuN˜ju1 v1X
+ DvN˜ju2 v2 −DvN˜ju1 v1X
≤ ψ
(
2∑
1=1
u1
2∑
1=1
v1
)
u2 − u1 + v2 − v1 (2.13)
N˜ju vA + N˜ju vB ≤ ψuA vB (2.14)
N˜ju2 v2 − N˜ju1 v1A
+N˜ju2 v2 − N˜ju1 v1B
≤ ψ
(
2∑
1=1
u1A
2∑
1=1
v1B
)
×u2 − u1A + v2 − v1B (2.15)
Finally, we make the following assumptions related to some pair
β ε ∈ 0 1 × 0 1 with ε ∈ β 1/p if β ∈ 0 1/p and ε ∈ 1/pβ if
β ∈ 1/p 1:
(H6) A = B A−1 B−1 ∈ X;
(H7) Au0 ∈ Aβ+ εp Bv0 ∈ Bβ+ εp;
(H8) w0 ∈ A and z0 ∈ B;
(H9) w1u0 ∈ Aβp, z1u0 ∈ Bβp;
(H10)  ∈ XR;
(H11) Au0 = 0;
(H12) b ∈ C2+β0 T R;
where w0 z0 w1u0, and z1u0 are deﬁned in (3.7), (3.8), (3.12),
(3.13), respectively.
Remark 21 Observe that in (H6) the condition A = B is neces-
sary to ensure, via the closed graph theorem, that A−1BB−1A ∈ X. We
note that (H7) appears in lemma 4.4, while (H8), (H9) occur in Lemma 4.1.
To satisfy all of them it is sufﬁcient to require
u0 ∈ A2 + βp v0 ∈ B2 + βp
We can now state our main results for both direct and inverse abstract
problems, respectively (DAP), (IAP). Since the proofs are not trivial we
postpone them to the next sections.
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Theorem 2.1 (Existence and Uniqueness for the (DAP)). Let assump-
tions (H1)–(H9) hold, and let h ∈ Cβ0 T R. Then there exists T1 ∈ 0 T 
such that for any τ1 ∈ 0 T1 the Cauchy problem (1.14)–(1.16) has
a unique solution u v ∈ C2+β0 τ1X ∩ C1+β0 τ1DA ×
C2+β0 τ1X ∩ C1+β0 τ1DB
Proof. See Section 5.
Theorem 2.2 (Continuous Dependence on the Data for (DAP)).
Let assumptions (H1)–(H9) hold, and let h ∈ Cβ0 T R. Then there
exists T1 ∈ 0 T  such that for any τ1 ∈ 0 T1 the map h u0 v0 → u v,
deﬁned by (1.14)–(1.16), is continuous from Cβ0 τ1R ×DA2+βp ×
DB2 + βp to C2+β0 τ1X × C2+β0 τ1X.
Proof. See Section 6.
Theorem 2.3 (Existence and Uniqueness for the (IAP)). Let assump-
tions (H1)–(H12) hold. Then there exists T2 ∈ 0 T , with T2 ≤ T1, such that
for any τ2 ∈ 0 T2 the inverse problem (1.14)–(1.17) has a unique solution
u v h ∈ C2+β0 τ2X ∩ C1+β0 τ2DA × C2+β0 τ2X ∩
C1+β0 τ2DB × Cβ0 τ2R.
Proof. See Section 7.
Remark 22 We point out that a continuous dependence result also
holds for the (IAP) and can be proved by analogous calculations carried
out in the proof Theorem 2.2 in Section 6. We omit the the statement and
the proof for sake of brevity.
We now apply Theorems 2.1–2.3 in the case when X is the space of
continuous functions and in the case when X is a Lebesgue space. More
precisely, let  be an open bounded set in Rn with boundary of class C2
and let d1 d2 ah k ζ1 ζ2 ∈ C2R be given functions satisfying
dix ≥ δi ζix < 0 ∀x ∈  i = 1 2 (2.16)
n∑
h k=1
ahkxξhξk ≥ µξ2 ∀x ∈  ∀ξ ∈ Rn (2.17)
for some constants µ > 0 δi > 0 i = 1 2.
Then the differential operators
AixDx = dix
n∑
h k=1
ahkxDxhDxk + ζixI i = 1 2 (2.18)
are uniformly elliptic in . Below we set A1 = A and A2 = B.
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The Case of the Continuous Functions. We choose
X = C (2.19)
as our reference Banach space. Consequently, we can choose
Ai = uAiu ∈ C Dν˜u = 0 on ∂ i = 1 2 (2.20)
as domains of the linear differential operators Ai i = 1 2 deﬁned by
(2.18), where ν˜ is the conormal outward unit vector related to ∂ (ν˜ is pro-
portional to the vector with components
∑n
h=1 νhxahkx k = 1     n,
ν denoting the outward normal unit vector related to ∂). Moreover, in
[16] it is proved that the operator deﬁned in (2.18) whose domain is (2.20)
satisﬁes (H1) and (H2) in C.
We recall the following characterizations concerning the interpolation
spaces related to Ai (see [16]), for β = 1/2,
Aiβ∞ =
{
C2β if β ∈ 0 1/2
C
2β
ν˜  if β ∈ 1/2 1
(2.21)
where
C
2β
ν˜  = u ∈ C2β  Dν˜u = 0 on ∂ (2.22)
Finally, we deﬁne the set of admissible data as consisting of all functions
u0 v0 φ b F1G1 FG, satisfying the following assumptions, where β ∈
0 1\1/2:
(K1) F1G1 FG ∈ C3R2;
(K2) u0 v0 ∈ C4+2β
(K3) Dνu0 = Dνvo = DνAu0 = DνBv0 = 0 on ∂
(K4) DνAAu0 + a12Bv0 + Fu0 v0 + F ′10 = DνBBv0 + a21 ×
Au0 +Gu0 v0 +G′10 = 0 on ∂ if β ∈ 1/2 1
(K5) φ ∈ L1 b ∈ C2+β0 T 
(K6)
∫
 φxAu0xdx = 0
So in the concrete case we obtain for X = C:
Theorem 2.4 (Existence and Uniqueness for the Direct Problem (1.3),
(1.4), (1.8), and (1.9)). Let assumptions (H1)–(H6) and (K1)–(K6) hold,
and let h ∈ Cβ0 T R. Then there exists T1 ∈ 0 T  such that for any
τ1 ∈ 0 T1 the initial-boundary problem (1.3), (1.4), (1.8), and (1.9) has
a unique solution u v ∈ C2+β0 τ1C ∩ C1+β0 τ1DA ×
C2+β0 τ1C ∩ C1+β0 τ1DB.
Proof. This is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.1 and of the above
considerations.
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Theorem 2.5 (Continuous Dependence for the Direct Problem (1.3),
(1.4), (1.8), and (1.9)). Let assumptions (H1)–(H6) and (K1)–(K6) hold,
and let h ∈ Cβ0 T R. Then there exists T1 ∈ 0 T  such that for
any τ1 ∈ 0 T1 the map h u0 v0 → u v deﬁned by (1.3), (1.4),
(1.8), and (1.9) is continuous from Cβ0 τ1R ×C4+2β ×C4+2β to
C4+2β0 τ1C ×C4+2β0 τ1C, if β ∈ 0 1/2, and it is contin-
uous from Cβ0 τ2R × C4+2βν˜  × C4+2βν˜  to C2+β0 τ1C ×
C2+β0 τ1C, if β ∈ 1/2 1.
Proof. This is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.2 and of the above
considerations.
Theorem 2.6 (Existence and Uniqueness for the Inverse Problem (1.3),
(1.4), (1.5), (1.8), and (1.9)). Let assumptions (H1)–(H6) and (K1)–(K7)
hold. Then there exists T2 ∈ 0 T  such that for any τ2 ∈ 0 T2 the inverse
problem (1.3), (1.4), (1.5), (1.8), and (1.9) has a unique solution u v h ∈
C2+β0 τ2C ∩ C1+β0 τ2DA × C2+β0 τ2C ∩
C1+β0 τ2DB × Cβ0 τ2R.
Proof. This is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.3 and of the above
considerations.
The Case of Lebesgue Spaces. We choose
X = Lp p ∈ n+∞ (2.23)
as our reference Banach space. Consequently, in this case we can choose
Aip = u ∈ W 2 p  Dν˜u = 0 on ∂ i = 1 2 (2.24)
as domains of the linear differential operators Aip i = 1 2 deﬁned by
(2.18), where ν˜ is the conormal outward unit vector related to ∂ and we
assume the regularity of the coefﬁcients of operators Aip and conditions
(2.16)–(2.17), as in the case of the continuous function space case. More-
over, in [19] it is proved that the operator deﬁned in (2.18) whose domain
is (2.24) satisﬁes (H1) and (H2) in Lp.
We recall the following characterizations concerning the interpolation
spaces related to Aip (see [20]), where β = 1/2p and p ∈ n+∞,
Aiβp =
{
W 2βp if β ∈ 0 1/2p
W
2βp
ν˜  if β ∈ 1/2p 1,
(2.25)
where
W
2βp
ν˜  = u ∈ W 2βp  Dν˜u = 0 on ∂ (2.26)
Finally, we can deﬁne the set of admissible data consisting of all func-
tions u0 v0 φ b F1G1 FG, satisfying the following assumptions, for
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β ∈ 0 1\1/2p:
(L1) F1G1 FG ∈ W 3+2βpR2
(L2) u0 v0 ∈ W 4+2βp
(L3) Dνuo = Dνv0 = DνAu0 = DνBv0 = 0 on ∂
(L4) DνAAu0+a12Bv0+Fu0v0+F ′10 = DνBBv0 + a21Au0 +
Gu0 v0 +G′10 = 0 on ∂ if β ∈ 1/2p 1
(L5) φ ∈ L1 b ∈ C2+β0 T 
(L6)
∫
 φxAu0xdx = 0
So in the concrete case we obtain for X = Lp:
Theorem 2.7 (Existence and Uniqueness for the Direct Problem (1.3),
(1.4), (1.8), and (1.9)). Let assumptions (H1)–(H6) and (L1)–(L6)
hold, and let h ∈ Cβ0 T R. Then there exists T1 ∈ 0 T  such that
for any τ1 ∈ 0 T1 the initial–boundary value problem (1.3), (1.4),
(1.8), and (1.9) has a unique solution u v ∈ C2+β0 τ1Lp ∩
C1+β0 τ1DAp × C2+β0 τ1Lp ∩ C1+β0 τ1DBp
Proof. This is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.1 and the above
considerations.
Theorem 2.8 (Continuous Dependence for the Direct Problem (1.3),
(1.4), (1.8), and (1.9)). Let assumptions (H1)–(H6) and (L1)–(L6) hold,
and let h ∈ Cβ0 T R. Then there exists T1 ∈ 0 T  such that for any
τ1 ∈ 0 T1 the map h u0 v0 → u v deﬁned by (1.3), (1.4), (1.8),
and (1.9) is continuous from Cβ0 τ1R × W 4+2βp × W 4+2βp
to C2+β0 τ1Lp × C2+β0 τ1Lp, if β ∈ 0 1/2, and
it is continuous from Cβ0 τ1R × W 4+2βpν˜  × W 4+2βpν˜  to
C2+β0 τ1Lp × C2+β0 τ1Lp, if β ∈ 0 1/2.
Proof. This is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.2 and the above
considerations.
Theorem 2.9 (Existence and Uniqueness for the Inverse Problem (1.3),
(1.4), (1.5), (1.8), and (1.9)). Let assumptions (H1)–(H6) and (L1)–
(L6) hold. Then there exists T2 ∈ 0 T  such that for any τ2 ∈ 0 T2
the inverse problem (1.3), (1.4), (1.5), (1.8), and (1.9) has a unique
solution u v h ∈ C2+β0 τ2Lp ∩ C1+β0 τ2DAp ×
C2+β0 τ2Lp ∩ C1+β0 τ2DBp × Cβ0 τ2R
Proof. This is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.3 and the above
considerations.
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Remark 23 We observe that Theorems 2.4–2.9 can be applied to the
phase-ﬁeld model if we choose  to be a regular bounded open set in
R3 a11 = a22 = 1 a12 = −1 a21 = 0 f u v = −u gu v = −v3 + 1 +
λv + u f1 = f g1 = 0Ax = h0x	− λI, and Bx = h0x	− λI, for
some ﬁxed λ > 0 operators A and B which are invertible. We point out that
operator A in (2.18) with ζ1 = −λ introduces in (1.1) the term λ
∫ t
0 ht − s
us xds which is a perturbation of zero order that can be estimated by
the convolution Lemma 4.2. Moreover, the boundary condition (1.4) is an
easy consequence of the Neumann boundary condition we have required.
3. AN EQUIVALENT FIXED POINT SYSTEM
This section is devoted to the proof that problem (IAP) is Section 1 is
equivalent to a suitable ﬁxed point system. The main result of this section is
Theorem 3.1. Let assumptions (H1), (H12) be satisﬁed. Assume that
a11 > 0 a22 > 0 in (1.14)–(1.15). Let u v h ∈ C2+β0 T X ∩
C1+β0 T A × C2+β0 T X ∩C1+β0 T B ×Cβ0 T 
R be a solution of problem (IAP). Then the triplet θη h, where θ =
Aau
′ η = Baρ′, belongs to Cβ0 T X × Cβ0 T X × Cβ0 T R
and solves problem (3.38), (3.39), (3.42) (see the sequel).
Conversely, if θη h ∈ Cβ0 T X × Cβ0 T X × Cβ0 T R
is a solution of problem (3.38), (3.39), (3.42), then the triplet u v h, where
ut = u0+ 1 ∗Aaθt vt = v0+ 1 ∗Baηt belongs to C2+β0 T X∩
C1+β0 T A × C2+β0 T X ∩C1+β0 T B ×Cβ0 T 
R and solves problem (1.14)–(1.17).
Remark 31 In the statement of Theorem 3.1 and in the sequel we set
DA = DAa and DB = DBa because a11A = Aa and a22B = Ba
with a11 > 0 a22 > 0 (cf. (3.10)).
Proof of Theorem 31 Let u v h ∈ C2+β0 T X ∩ C1+β0 T 
DA × C2+β0 T X ∩ C1+β0 T DB × Cβ0 T R be a
solution of problem (IAP). Differentiating Eqs. (1.14)–(1.15) with respect
to the time, we get
u′′t = a11Au′t + a12Bv′t + a11htAu0
+ a11
∫ t
0
ht − sAu′sds +DuFut vtu′t
+DvFut vtv′t + F ′1t t ∈ 0 T  (3.1)
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v′′t = a22Bv′t + a21Au′t + a21htAu0
+ a21
∫ t
0
ht − sAu′sds +DuGut vtu′t
+DvGut vtv′t +G′1t t ∈ 0 T  (3.2)
Deﬁne the new unknowns
u′t = wt ut = u0 + 1 ∗wt (3.3)
v′t = zt vt = v0 + 1 ∗ zt (3.4)
so that (3.1)–(3.2) become
w′t = a11Awt + a12Bzt + a11htAu0
+ a11
∫ t
0
ht − sAwsds +DuFu0 + 1 ∗wt v0 + 1 ∗ ztwt
+DvFu0 + 1 ∗wt v0 + 1 ∗ ztzt + F ′1t (3.5)
z′t = a22Bzt + a21Awt + a21htAu0
+ a21
∫ t
0
ht − sAwsds +DuGu0 + 1 ∗wt v0 + 1 ∗ ztwt
+DvGu0 + 1 ∗wt v0 + 1 ∗ ztzt +G′1t (3.6)
with the initial data:
w0 = a11Au0 + a12Bv0 + Fu0 v0 + F ′10 (3.7)
z0 = a22Bv0 + a21Au0 +Gu0 v0 +G′10 (3.8)
Since we have assumed that a11 > 0, we apply operator  to Eq. (3.5) and
by (1.17) we get
b′′t = a11htAu0 +
[
a11Awt + a12Bzt
+ a11
∫ t
0
ht − sAwsds +DuFu0 + 1 ∗wt v0 + 1 ∗ ztwt
+DvFu0 + 1 ∗wt v0 + 1 ∗ ztzt + F ′1t
]
 (3.9)
For the sake of simplicity we deﬁne
Cu0−1 = a11Au0 Aa = a11A Ba = a22B (3.10)
Since we have assumed Cu0−1 = 0 (cf. (H11), from (3.9) we obtain
ht = Cu0
{
b′′t −
[
Aawt + a12a−122 Bazt
+
∫ t
0
ht − sAawsds +DuFu0 + 1 ∗wt v0 + 1 ∗ ztwt
+DvFu0 + 1 ∗wt v0 + 1 ∗ ztzt + F ′1t
]}
 (3.11)
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To apply Lemma 4.1 (see the auxiliary lemmas of Section 4) to system
(3.5), (3.6) we assume that w0 ∈ A and z0 ∈ B (cf. (H8)), where
w0 z0 are deﬁned in (3.7), (3.8), respectively, and deﬁne
w1u0 = a11Aw0 + a12Bz0 + a11h0Au0
+DuFu0 v0w0 +DvFu0 v0z0 + F ′10 (3.12)
z1u0 = a22Bz0 + a21Aw0 + a21h0Au0
+DuGu0 v0w0 +DvGu0 v0z0 +G′10 (3.13)
where the term h0 can be determined in terms of the data by (3.11). In
fact
h0 = Cu0
{
b′′0 −
[
Aaw0 + a12a−122 Baz0
+DuFu0 v0w0 +DvFu0 v0z0 + F ′10
]}
 (3.14)
We assume (cf. (H9))
w1u0 ∈ Aβp z1u0 ∈ Bβp (3.15)
We now observe that, according to assumptions (H8) and (H9) and
Lemma 4.1 in Section 4, the Cauchy problem (3.5)–(3.8) is equivalent to
the Volterra equations
wt = etAaw0 +
∫ t
0
et−sAaF ′1sds + a12a−122
∫ t
0
et−sAaBazsds
+
∫ t
0
et−sAa
(
DuFu0 + 1 ∗ws v0 + 1 ∗ zsws
+DvFu0 + 1 ∗ws v0 + 1 ∗ zszs
)
ds +
∫ t
0
et−sAahsAau0 ds
+
∫ t
0
et−sAa ds
∫ s
0
hs − σAawσdσ (3.16)
and
zt = etBaz0 +
∫ t
0
et−sBaG′1sds + a21a−111
∫ t
0
et−sBaAawsds
+
∫ t
0
et−sBa
(
DuGu0 + 1 ∗ws v0 + 1 ∗ zsws +DvGu0
+ 1 ∗ws v0 + 1 ∗ zszs
)
ds + a21a−111
∫ t
0
et−sBahsAau0 ds
+ a21a−111
∫ t
0
et−sBads
∫ s
0
hs − σAawσdσ (3.17)
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We now apply operator Aa to (3.16) and operator Ba to (3.17) and get
Aawt = AaetAaw0 +Aa
∫ t
0
et−sAaF ′1sds
+ a12a−122Aa
∫ t
0
et−sAaBazsds +Aa
∫ t
0
et−sAa
(
DuFu0
+ 1 ∗ws v0 + 1 ∗ zsws +DvFu0 + 1 ∗ws v0
+ 1 ∗ zszs
)
+Aa
∫ t
0
et−sAahsAau0 ds
+Aa
∫ t
0
et−sAa ds
∫ s
0
hs − σAawσdσ (3.18)
and
Bazt=BaetBaz0+Ba
∫ t
0
et−sBaG′1sds+a21a−111 Ba
∫ t
0
et−sBaAawsds
+a21a−111 Ba
∫ t
0
et−sBahsAau0ds
+a21a−111 Ba
∫ t
0
et−sBads
∫ s
0
hs−σAawσdσ
+Ba
∫ t
0
et−sBa
(
DuGu0+1∗wsv0+1∗zsws
+DvGu0+1∗wsv0+1∗zszs
)
ds (3.19)
We now set, for θη ∈ Cβ0 T X × Cβ0 T X, the positions
θt = Aawt wt = A−1a θt (3.20)
ηt = Bazt zt = B−1a ηt (3.21)
by the well known formula
A
∫ t
0
et−sAf sds =
∫ t
0
Aet−sAf sds
∀f ∈ L10 T Aε∞ (3.22)
and by (3.20) and (3.21) Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19) become, respectively,
θt = AaetAw0 +Aa
∫ t
0
et−sAaF ′1sds + a12a−122Aa
∫ t
0
et−sAaηsds
+Aa
∫ t
0
et−sAahsAau0 ds +Aa
∫ t
0
et−sAa ds
∫ s
0
hs − σθsdσ
+Aa
∫ t
0
et−sAa
(
DuFu0 + 1 ∗A−1a θs v0 + 1 ∗ B−1a ηsA−1a θs
+DvFu0 + 1 ∗A−1a θs v0 + 1 ∗ B−1a ηsB−1a ηs
)
ds (3.23)
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and
ηt = BaetBaz0 + Ba
∫ t
0
et−sBaG′1sds + a21a−111 Ba
∫ t
0
et−sBaθsds
+ a21a−111 Ba
∫ t
0
et−sBahsAau0 ds
+ a21a−111 Ba
∫ t
0
et−sBads
∫ s
0
hs − σθσdσ
+Ba
∫ t
0
et−sBa
(
DuGu0 + 1 ∗A−1a θs v0 + 1 ∗ B−1a ηsA−1a θs
+DvGu0 + 1 ∗A−1a θs v0 + 1 ∗ B−1a ηsB−1a ηs
)
ds (3.24)
It is easy to see that Eqs. (3.23)–(3.24) are equivalent to (3.18)–(3.19).
Equation (3.11) by use of (3.16) and (3.17) becomes
ht = Cu0
{
b′′t −
[
θt + a12a−122 ηt +
∫ t
0
ht − sθsds
+DuFu0 + 1 ∗A−1a θt v0 + 1 ∗ b−1ηtA−1a θt
+DvFu0 + 1 ∗A−1a θt v0 + 1
∗B−1a ηtB−1a ηt + F ′1t
]}
 (3.25)
To write the equivalent ﬁxed point system in a more convenient way, we
deﬁne the operators
L1θt = Aa
∫ t
0
et−sAaθsds
L˜1θt =
∫ t
0
et−sAaAaθsds (3.26)
L2θt = Ba
∫ t
0
et−sBaθsds
L˜2θt =
∫ t
0
et−sBaBaθsds (3.27)
L˜3Ah xt =
∫ t
0
hset−sAaAax ds
L˜3Bh xt =
∫ t
0
hset−sBaBax ds (3.28)
N1h θ =
∫ t
0
ht − sθsds (3.29)
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N2θηt = DuFu0 + 1 ∗A−1a θt v0
+ 1 ∗ B−1a ηt −DuFu0 v0 (3.30)
N3θηt = DvFu0 + 1 ∗A−1a θt v0
+ 1 ∗ B−1a ηt −DvFu0 v0 (3.31)
N4θηt = DuGu0 + 1 ∗A−1a θt v0
+ 1 ∗ B−1a ηt −DuGu0 v0 (3.32)
N5θηt = DvGu0 + 1 ∗A−1a θt v0
+ 1 ∗ B−1a ηt −DvGu0 v0 (3.33)
M1u0 v0 = DuFu0 v0A−1a 
M2u0 v0 = DvFu0 v0B−1a (3.34)
M3u0 v0 = DuGu0 v0A−1a 
M4u0 v0 = DvGu0 v0B−1a (3.35)
and we introduce the functions
θ0t =etAaAaAau0+a12Bv0+Fu0v0+F ′10+L1F ′1t (3.36)
η0t =BaetBaBav0+a21Au0+Gu0v0+G′10+L2G′1t (3.37)
We can now rewrite our identiﬁcation problem (3.23), (3.24), (3.25), in
terms of the operators (3.26)–(3.37) in the following ﬁxed–point form:
θt = θ0t + L˜3AahAau0 + @1θη h
= θ0t + L˜3AahAau0 + a12a−122 L1η + a11L1N1h θ
+L1N2θη + L1N3θη
+ L˜1M1u0 v0θ + L˜1M2u0 v0η (3.38)
ηt = η0t + a21a−111 L˜3BahAau0 + @2θη h
= η0t + a21a−111 L˜3BahAau0
+ a12a−111 L2θ + a21a−111 L2N1h θ + L2N4θη
+L2N5θη + L˜2M3u0 v0θ + L˜2M4u0 v0η (3.39)
and
ht = Cu0
{
b′′t −F ′1t −
[
θt + a12a−111 ηt +N1h θ
+N2θη +N3θη +M3u0 v0θ+M4u0 v0η
]}
 (3.40)
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To get contracting operators we replace the right hand sides of (3.38)–(3.39)
in (3.40), with the position
h0t = Cu0
[
b′′t −F ′1t − θ0t − a12a−122 η0t
+M3u0 v0θ0t +M4u0 v0η0t
]
 (3.41)
and we ﬁnally get the ﬁxed point equation for the convolution kernel h
ht = h0t + @3θη h
= h0t + Cu0
[
@1θη h + a12a−122 @2θη h
+N1h θ +N2θη +N3θη +M3u0 v0@1θη h
+M4u0 v0@2θη h
]
 (3.42)
The ﬁxed point system (3.38), (3.39), and (3.42) is equivalent to problem
(IAP) and this completes the proof.
4. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS
We now recall some fundamental lemmas that are of crucial importance
in the proofs of the main results of Section 2. Some of them have been
proved in [10] for the case of operators A and B, but, from the deﬁnitions
(3.10) for aii > 0 i = 1 2 such lemmas hold also in the case of operators
Aa and Ba.
We can now state an optimal regularity result related to the two Cauchy
problems
u′it = Aiuit + fit t ∈ 0 T  i = 1 2 (4.1)
ui0 = u0 i i = 1 2 (4.2)
Lemma 4.1. Let Ai  Ai ⊂ X → X i = 1 2 be the generators of the
analytic semigroups etAi i = 1 2. We also deﬁne etAi ∗ fit =
∫ t
0 e
t−sAi
fisds for t ∈ 0 T  i = 1 2 Then, for β ∈ 0 1, the following results
hold:
(i) for any fi ∈ Cβ0 T X, u0 i ∈ Ai with Aiu0 i + fi0 ∈
Aiβ∞ each of the problems (4.1)–(4.2) admits a unique solution ui ∈
C1+β0 T X ∩ Cβ0 T Ai
(ii) the following estimates hold for any fi ∈ Cβ0 T Xi = 1 2,
etAi ∗ fiβTX ≤ c1βT T 1−βfi0 TX (4.3)
AietAi ∗ fiβTX ≤ c2β1+ TβfiβTX if fi0 = 0 (4.4)
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and cj j = 1 2 are positive functions depending continuously on the argu-
ments pointed out. Moreover the variations of constants formula
uit = etAiu0 i +
∫ t
0
et−sAifisds t ∈ 0 T  i = 1 2 (4.5)
holds.
Proof. See [18].
We now report, for the convenience of the reader, a theorem giving basic
estimates for convolution operators, which will be used in the sequel.
Lemma 4.2. Let N1 be the convolution operator deﬁned in (3.29). Then,
for β ∈ 0 1, N1 maps C0 T X ×Cβ0 T R into Cβ0 T X and
satisﬁes the following estimates:
N1θ h0 TX ≤ Th0 TXθ0 TX (4.6)
N1θ hβTX ≤ T 1−βc3T hCβ0T RθC0T X (4.7)
The function c3 is continuous and non–decreasing in T .
Proof. This is a particular case of Proposition 3.1 in [15].
The following lemma is well known:
Lemma 4.3. Let h ∈ Cβ0 T R, θ ∈ Cβ0 T X. Then hθ belongs
to Cβ0 T X, for β ∈ 0 1, and satisﬁes the estimate
hθβTX ≤ hβTRθβTX (4.8)
Lemma 4.4. Let L˜3i i = AB be the operators deﬁned in (3.28). If
h ∈ C0 T R and Au0 ∈ Aβ+ εp, then, for β ∈ 0 1, the following
estimate holds for any ε ∈ 0 1− β:
L˜3hAu0βTX ≤ Tεc4βT h0 TRAu0Aβ+εp (4.9)
The function c4 is continuous and non–decreasing in T .
Proof. This is Lemma 6.2 in [10].
Lemma 4.5. Let L1 and N1 be the operators deﬁned in (3.26) and (3.29),
respectively. Let assumptions (H1)–(H5) hold. Then, for β ∈ 0 1, operator
L1N1 maps Cβ0 T R ×C0 T X into Cβ0 T X and satisﬁes the
following estimate for any hη ∈ Cβ0 T R × C0 T X:
L1N1hηβTX ≤ c5βT TβhβTRη0 TX (4.10)
The function c5 is continuous and non–decreasing in T .
Proof. This is Lemma 6.3 in [10].
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Lemma 4.6. Let Nj j = 2 3 4 5 be the operators deﬁned in (3.30)–
(3.33). Let assumptions (H1)–(H5) hold. Then, for β ∈ 0 1, Njj =
2 3 4 5 maps C0 T X2 into Cβ0 T X and satisﬁes the follow-
ing estimates for any θη ∈ C0 T X:
NjθηβTX ≤ T 1−βc6
(θ0 TX η0 TX T ) (4.11)
The function c6 is continuous and non–decreasing in each of the arguments
pointed out.
Proof. This is Lemma 6.4 in [10].
Lemma 4.7. Let L1 and L2 be the operators deﬁned in (3.26) and (3.27),
respectively. Let assumptions (H1)–(H5) hold. Then, for β ∈ 0 1, operators
LiNj i = 1 2 j = 2 3 4 5 map C0 T X2 into Cβ0 T X and
satisfy the following estimates hold for any pair θη ∈ Cβ0 T X:
LiNjθηβTX ≤ T 1−βc7
(η0 TX θ0 TX T ) (4.12)
The function c7 is continuous and non–decreasing in each of the arguments
pointed out.
Proof. This is Lemma 6.5 in [10].
Lemma 4.8. Let Mjj = 1 2 3 4 and L˜i i = 1 2 be the operators
deﬁned in (3.34), (3.35) and (3.26), (3.27), respectively. Let assumptions
(H1)–(H5) hold. Then, for β ∈ 0 1, operators L˜iMj mapCβ0 T X2
into Cβ0 T X and satisfy the following estimates for any θ ∈
Cβ0 T X:
L˜iMju0 v0θβTX ≤ T 1−βc8u0Ai v0Ai T θβTX (4.13)
The function c8 is continuous and non–decreasing in each of the arguments
pointed out.
Proof. This is Lemma 6.6 in [10].
Lemma 4.9. Let Nj j = 2 3 4 5 be the operators deﬁned in (3.30)–
(3.33). Let assumptions (H1)–(H5) hold. Then, for β ∈ 0 1, operators
Nj mapC
β0 T X2 into Cβ0 T X and satisfy the following esti-
mates for any set of four elements θ1 θ2 η1 η2 ∈ Cβ0 T X:
Lki Njθ2 η2 −Njθ1 η1βTX
≤ T 1−βc9
(
u0 v0
2∑
1=1
θ10 TX
2∑
1=1
η10 TX T
)
× (θ2 − θ10 TX + η2 − η10 TX)
i k = 0 1 j = 2 3 4 5 (4.14)
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The function c9 is continuous and non–decreasing in each of the arguments
pointed out.
Proof. This is Lemma 6.7 in [10].
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1
The proof is based on ﬁxed point arguments applied to system (3.38),
(3.39). Let us assume that u0 v0 h ∈ DA2 + βp × DB2 + βp ×
Cβ0 T R and deﬁne the operator
@θη h =
(
θ0t + L˜3AahAau0 + @1θη hη0t
+ a21a−111 L˜3BahAau0 + @2θη h
)
(5.1)
and the complete metric spaces for ρ ∈ R+
Y ρβ = θη ∈ Y β  θη − θ0 + L˜3AahAau0
η0 + a21a−111 L˜3BahAau0Y β ≤ 2ρ (5.2)
where Y β are the Banach spaces β ∈ 0 1
Y β = Cβ0 T X × Cβ0 T X
θηY β = θβTX + ηβTX (5.3)
Moreover, we choose ρ so as to satisfy the inequality
θ0 + L˜3AahAau0βTX + η0 + a21a−111 L˜3BahAau0βTX ≤ ρ (5.4)
where functions θ0, η0 are deﬁned in (3.36) and (3.37), respectively.
By virtue of the lemmas in Section 4 and (H1)–(H5) the couple
θ0 + L˜3AahAau0 η0 + a21a−111 L˜3BahAau0 belongs to Y β. Then
we proceed to estimate the nonlinear operators @i i = 1 2 deﬁned in the
right hand sides of (3.38), (3.39). For this purpose we ﬁrst consider the
estimates
@1θη hβTX ≤ a12a−122 L1ηβTX + a11L1N1h θβTX
+L1N2θηβTX + L1N3θηβTX
+L˜1M1u0 v0θβTX + L˜1M2u0 v0ηβTX
≤ T 1−βC1ρ T  (5.5)
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and
@2θη hβTX ≤ a12a−111 L2θβTX + a22a−122 L2N1h θβTX
+L2N4θηβTX + L2N5θηβTX
+L˜2M3u0 v0θβTX + L˜2M4u0 v0ηβTX
≤ T 1−βC2ρ T  (5.6)
where (5.5) and (5.6) follow from the lemmas in Section 4, and the con-
stants Ciρ T  i = 1 2 are continuous in their arguments and are related
to the positive constants cj for j = 3 9 appearing in Lemmas 4.2–4.9. For
T ∗ such that
T ∗1−β(C1ρ T ∗ + C2ρ T ∗) ≤ ρ (5.7)
@θη h maps Y ρβ into itself. To prove that @θη h is a contraction
we consider θ1 η1 θ2 η2 ∈ Y ρβ and the chain of inequalities
@1θ2 η2 h − @1θ1 η1 hβTX
≤ a12a−122 L1η2 − η1βTX + a11a−122 L1N1h θ2 − θ1βTX
+L1N2θ2 η2 − η1βTX + L1N2θ2 − θ1 η1βTX
+L1N3θ2 η2 − η1βTX + L1N3θ2 − θ1 η1βTX
+L˜1M1u0 v0θ2 − θ1βTX + L˜1M2u0 v0η2 − η1βTX
≤ C3ρ T T 1−β
[
θ2 − θ1βTX + η2 − η1βTX
]
(5.8)
and
@2θ2 η2 h − @1θ1 η1 hβTX
≤ a12a−111 L2θ2 − θ1βTX + a22a−111 L2N1h θ2 − θ1βTX
+L2N4θ2 η2 − η1βTX + L2N4θ2 − θ1 η1βTX
+L2N5θ2 η2 − η1βTX + L2N5θ2 − θ1 η1βTX
+L˜2M3u0 v0θ2 − θ1βTX + L˜2M4u0 v0η2 − η1βTX
≤ C4ρ T T 1−β
[
θ2 − θ1βTX + η2 − η1βTX
]
 (5.9)
where (5.8) and (5.9) follow from the lemmas in Section 4, and the con-
stants Ciρ T  for i = 3 4 are continuous in their arguments and are
related to the positive constants cj j = 3 9, appearing in lemmas 4.2–4.9.
For T˜ such that
T˜ 1−β
(
C3ρ T˜  + C4ρ T˜ 
)
< 1 (5.10)
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@θη h is a contraction. So for
T ∗1 = minT ∗ T˜  (5.11)
@θη h has a unique ﬁxed point. It is now easy to see that by the equiv-
alence Theorem 3.1 we can deduce Theorem 2.1.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2
First we have to prove some bounds of the unique solution of the direct
problem. Let us assume that u0 v0 h ∈ DA2 + βp ×DB2 + βp ×
Cβ0 T X. Then there exists m > 0 such that
u0DA2+βp + v0DB2+βp + hβTX ≤ 3m (6.1)
Since T > 0 is a ﬁxed number, for every t ∈ 0 T ∗1  where T ∗1 is deﬁned in
(5.11) there exists ρm ∈ R+ such that (5.4) holds. We can claim that for
Theorem 2.1 the following bounds hold
θβTX ≤ ρm ηβTX ≤ ρm (6.2)
Thanks to estimates (6.2) we can now consider the set
Bm = {u0 v0 h  u0DA2+βp
+ v0DB2+βp + hβTR ≤ 3m
}
 (6.3)
We choose u0i v0i hi ∈ Bm for i = 1 2 and from system (3.38) and
(3.39), taking the norms. By some calculations we get
θ2 − θ1βTX
≤ θ02 − θ01βTX + a11a−122 L˜3Aah2 − h1 u01βTX
+ a11a−122 L˜3Aah2 u02 − u01βTX + a12a−122 L1η2 − η1βTX
+ a11L1N1h2 − h1 θ1βTX + a11L1N1h2 θ2 − θ1βTX
+L1N2θ2 − θ1 η1βTX + L1N2θ2 η2 − η1βTX
+L1N3θ2 − θ1 η1βTX + L1N3θ2 η2 − η1βTX
+L˜1M1u02 v02θ2 − L˜1M1u01 v01θ1βTX
+L˜1M2u02 v02θ2 − L˜1M2u01 v01θ1βTX (6.4)
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and
η2 − η1βTX
≤ η02 − η01βTX + a21a−111 L˜3Bah2 − h1Aau01βTX
+ a21a−111 L˜3Bah2Aau02 − u01βTX
+ a12a−111 L2θ2 − θ1βTX
+ a22a−111 L2N1h2 − h1 θ1βTX
+ a22a−111 L2N1h2 θ2 − θ1βTX
+L2N4θ2 − θ1 η1βTX + L2N4θ2 η2 − η1βTX
+L2N5θ2 − θ1 η1βTX + L2N5θ2 η2 − η1βTX
+L˜2M3u02 v02θ2 −M3u01 v01θ1βTX
+L˜2M4u02 v02θ2 −M4u01 v01θ1βTX (6.5)
Remark 61 We point out that also operators containing Mj for j =
1     4 in the last two terms in (6.4) and (6.5) can be estimated via the
lemmas in Section 4; see deﬁnitions (3.30) and (3.31).
We now apply the lemmas of Section 4 to get the estimates
θ2 − θ1βTX
≤ b1mT T 1−βθ2 − θ1βTX + b2mT T 1−βη2 − η1βTX
+ b3mT  × θ02 − θ01βTX + b4mT h2 − h1βTR
+ b5mT u02 − u01DA2+βp (6.6)
and also, by the same lemmas we obtain
η2 − η1βTX
≤ b6mT T 1−βθ2 − θ1βTX + b7mT T 1−βη2 − η1βTX
+ b8mT  × η02 − η01βTX + b9mT h2 − h1βTR
+ b10mT u02 − u01DA2+βp (6.7)
where the positive constants bimT  for i = 1 10 are continuous in their
arguments and are related to the positive constants cj (j = 3 9) appearing
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in Lemmas 4.2–4.9. Adding (6.6) and (6.7) we have the estimate
θ2 − θ1βTX + η2 − η1βTX
≤ b1mT  + b6mT T 1−βθ2 − θ1βTX + b2mT 
+ b7mT T 1−βη2 − η1βTX + b3mT θ02 − θ01βTX
+ b8mT η02 − η01βTX + b4mT  + b9mT h2 − h1βTR
+b5mT  + b10mT u02 − u01DA2+βp (6.8)
If we now take T0 1 such that
χmT0 1−1 = 1− T 1−β0 1 maxb1mT0 1
+ b6mT0 1 b2mT0 1 + b7mT0 1 > 0 (6.9)
we obtain for every T ∈ 0 T0 1
θ2 − θ1βTX + η2 − η1βTX
≤ χmT (b3mT θ02 − θ01βTX + b8mT η02 − η01βTX
+b4mT  + b9mT h2 − h1βTR + b5mT 
+ b10mT u02 − u01DA2+βp
≤ b11T u02 − u01DA2+βp + b12T v02
− v01DB2+βp + b13mT h2 − h1βTR (6.10)
where we have taken into account (3.36) and (3.37), while the positive
constants bimT  for i = 11–13 depend continuously on the constants
biT  for i = 1–10 so that they are continuous in T for T ∈ 0 T ∗2  where
T ∗2 = minT ∗1  T0 1 (6.11)
Estimate (6.10) obviously gives the continuity of the map deﬁned in
Theorem 1.2.
In Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we have assumed
T1 = minT ∗1  T ∗2  (6.12)
where T ∗1 and T
∗
2 are deﬁned in (5.11) and in (6.11), respectively.
From Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we can deﬁne the operator W that associates
to any h u0 v0 the solution θη of problem (1.11)–(1.13). Symbolically
we can write
W h u0 v0 = W1h u0 v0W2h u0 v0 = θη (6.13)
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Since, to solve the identiﬁcation problem, we need to consider u0 v0 given
and ﬁxed, we can simply consider the map
W h = W1hW2h = θη (6.14)
where W  Cβ0 T R → Cβ0 T X × Cβ0 T X. From Theorem
2.1 follows immediately
Theorem 6.1. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then the following
estimates
W1hβTX + W2hβTX ≤ d1T hβR (6.15)
W1h2 −W1h1βTX + W2h2 −W2h1βTX
≤ d2T h1βR h2βRh2 − h1βTX (6.16)
hold, where d1T hβR and d2T h1βR h2βR are continuous in T
for T ∈ 0 T1, and T1 is deﬁned in (6.12).
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3
Thanks to the results of Sections 5 and 6 it is now possible to apply ﬁxed
point arguments to prove existence and uniqueness for the inverse problem
(cf. (3.42)). In order to apply the Banach ﬁxed point theorem we replace
(6.14) in Eq. (3.42) to get
ht = h0t + @3W1hW2h h (7.1)
Then we deﬁne the complete metric space
Zσ = h ∈ Cβ0 T R h− h0Cβ0T R ≤ 2σ σ ∈ R+ (7.2)
Moreover, we choose σ so as to satisfy the inequality
h0βTR ≤ σ (7.3)
where the function h0 is deﬁned in (3.41). By virtue of the lemmas in
Section 4 and Theorems 2.1–2.2 and (H1)–(H12), the function h0 belongs
to Zσ . We recall that the nonlinear operators @i i = 1 2 deﬁned in the
right hand sides of (3.38), (3.39) have already been estimated in (5.5)–(5.6)
respectively. So we get
@3hβTR = @3W1hW2h hβTR
≤ Cu0LX
[@1W1hW2h hβTX
+ a12a−122 @2W1hW2h hβTX + N1hW1hβTX
+N2W1hW2hβTX + M3u0 v0@1W1hW2h hβTX
+M4u0 v0@2W1hW2h hβTX
]
≤ q1σ T T 1−β (7.4)
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where q1σ T  is a continuous function of its arguments for T ∈ 0 T1
(cf. (6.5)). To prove that @3 is a contraction we consider the estimates
@3h2 − @3h1βTR
= @3W1h2W2h2 h2 − @3W1h1W2h1 h1βTR
≤ Cu0LX
[@1W1h2W2h2 h2
−@1W1h1W2h1 h1βTX + a12a−122 @2W1h2W2h2 h2
−@2W1h1W2h1 h1βTX + N1h2 − h1W1h1βTX
+N1h2W1h2 −W h1βTX
+M3u0 v0
(
@1W1h2W2h2 h2
−@1W1h1W2h1 h1
)βTX
+M4u0 v0
(
@2W1h2W2h2 h2
−@2W1h1W2h1 h1
)βTX]
≤ q2σ T T 1−βh2 − h1βTR (7.5)
where q2σ T  is a continuous function of its arguments for T ∈ 0 T1
(cf. (6.12)). In (7.4) and (7.5) we choose T02 and T03 to satisfy inequalities
q1σ T02T 1−β02 ≤ σ q2σ T03T 1−β03 < 1 (7.6)
so that if we take
T2 = minT1 T02 T03 (7.7)
where T1 is deﬁned in (6.12), we have that @3 has a unique ﬁxed point for
all T ∈ 0 T2 and this completes the proof.
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